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about on a huge, submerged cork-filled ring so that only his rosy
face, with its permanent smile, could be seen. In the ^evenings
he danced in spite of his great weight—with extraordinary light-
ness, Mrs. George testified. And his fabulous store of sleight-of-
hand tricks amused adults as well as Fort Hamilton's consider-
able population of children.
George never indulged in what he considered—with perfect
tolerance—aquatic "stunts." Because his father had become
deafened in diving, he never took the risk or permitted his
children to do so. He swam with a firm, steady breast stroke.
Frequently he could be seen in the shallow water teaching some
youngster to swim.
Indeed, George was devoted to children. At one of the Cooper
Union meetings a child began to cry during his speech. "Put it
out," called someone in the audience. "Take it home where it
belongs," shouted another. Henry George paused for a moment
and then said, "Let the baby stay. And let him cry if he wants to;
all babies have to cry sometimes." He then proceeded to speak
above the obbligato of wailing. After the meeting, he took the
offender in his arms.
The panorama from the George home at Fort Hamilton was a
never-ending delight: Sandy Hook, a dim line on the horizon to
the south; the sweep of the great lower bay; the grey masonry
and grassed breastworks of Fort Wadsworth; the stretch of low
Staten Island hills; the dimly silhouetted buildings of Manhat-
tan massed to the north; the dome of ever-changing sky; the cir-
cling gulls. But to the man who still remembered how to box
the compass and how to spot the rigging of any ship afloat, the
parade of boats of varying types and sizes, of yachts and yawls,
of ocean greyhounds, tramp steamers, pleasure sloops or tug-
escorted scows—all this was the greatest joy in view.
Henry George's book-lined study on the top floor looked south
and west and was flooded with light, since he would have no
curtains on the windows and kept the shades up. The customary
couch was present. A huge wicker clothes hamper served as a
waste basket, and it was infrequently emptied in case he might
wish to retrieve some paper he had discarded. Magazines,
papers, and books were strewn about the great flat top desk and
on tables of varying dimensions in what, to the uninitiated,
seemed utmost confusion. But of course George knew where
everything was, for his memory had catalogued its whereabouts
even as he had distributed each paper and magazine.

